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Abstract
Category-level object detection has a crucial need for informative object representations. This demand has led to feature descriptors of ever increasing dimensionality like co-occurrence statistics and self-similarity. In this paper we propose a
new object representation based on curvature self-similarity that goes beyond the
currently popular approximation of objects using straight lines. However, like all
descriptors using second order statistics, ours also exhibits a high dimensionality.
Although improving discriminability, the high dimensionality becomes a critical
issue due to lack of generalization ability and curse of dimensionality. Given
only a limited amount of training data, even sophisticated learning algorithms
such as the popular kernel methods are not able to suppress noisy or superfluous dimensions of such high-dimensional data. Consequently, there is a natural
need for feature selection when using present-day informative features and, particularly, curvature self-similarity. We therefore suggest an embedded feature selection method for SVMs that reduces complexity and improves generalization
capability of object models. By successfully integrating the proposed curvature
self-similarity representation together with the embedded feature selection in a
widely used state-of-the-art object detection framework we show the general pertinence of the approach.

1

Introduction

One of the key challenges of computer vision is the robust representation of complex objects and
so over the years, increasingly rich features have been proposed. Starting with brightness values
of image pixels and simple edge histograms [10] descriptors evolved and more sophisticated features like shape context [1] and wavelets [23] were suggested. The probably most widely used and
best performing image descriptors today are SIFT [18] and HOG [4] which model objects based
on edge orientation histograms. Recently, there has been a trend to utilize more complicated image
statistics like co-occurrence and self-similarity [25, 5, 15, 29, 31] to build more robust descriptors.
This development shows, that the dimensionality of descriptors is getting larger and larger. Furthermore it is noticeable that all descriptors that model the object boundary rely on image statistics
that are primarily based on edge orientation. Thus, they approximate objects with straight lines.
However, it was shown in different studies within the perception community that besides orientation also curvature is an important cue when performing visual search tasks. In our earlier work
[21] we extended the modeling of object boundary contours beyond the widely used edge orientation histograms by utilizing curvature information to overcome the drawbacks of straight line
approximations. However, curvature can provide even more information about the object boundary. By computing co-occurrences between discriminatively curved boundaries we build a curvature
self-similarity descriptor that provides a more detailed and accurate object description.While it was
shown that self-similarity and co-occurrence lead to very robust and highly discriminative object
representations, these second order image statistics are also pushing feature spaces to extremely
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high dimensions. Since the amount of training data stays more or less the same, the dimensionality
of the object representation has to be reduced to prevent systems to suffer from curse of dimensionality and overfitting. Nevertheless, well designed features still increase performance. Deselaers et
al. [5], for instance, suggested an approach that results in a 160000 dimensional descriptor which
was evaluated on the ETHZ shape dataset which contains on average 30 positive object instances
per category. To exploit the full capabilities of high-dimensional representations applied in object
detection we developed a new embedded feature selection method for SVM which reliable discards
superfluous dimensions and therefore improves object detection performance.
The paper is organized as follows: First we will give a short overview on embedded feature selection
methods for SVMs (Section 2.1) and describe a novel method to capture the important dimensions
from high-dimensional representations (Section 2.2). After that we describe our new self-similarity
descriptor based on curvature to go beyond the straight line approximation of objects to a more
accurate description (Section 3). Moreover, Section 3 discusses previous work on self-similarity. In
the experimental section at the end of the paper we evaluate the suggested curvature self-similarity
descriptor along with our feature selection method.

2
2.1

Feature Selection for Support Vector Machines
Embedded Feature Selection Approaches

Guyon et al. [12] categorize feature selection methods into filters, wrappers and embedded methods.
Contrary to filters and wrappers embedded feature selection methods incorporate feature selection
as a part of the learning process (for a review see [17]). The focus of this paper is on embedded
feature selection methods for SVMs, since most state-of-the-art detection systems use SVM as a
classifier. To directly integrate feature selection into the learning process of SVMs sparsity can be
enforced on the model parameter w. Several researchers e.g [2] have considered replacing the L2
regularization term kwk22 with an L1 regularization term kwk1 . Since L1 norm penalty for SVM has
some serious limitations, Wang et al. [30] suggested the doubly regularized SVM (DrSVM) which
is not replacing the L2 regularization but adding an additional L1 regularization to automatically
select dimensions during the learning process.
Contrary to linear SVM enforcing sparsity on the model parameter w does reduce dimensionality
for non-linear kernel functions in the higher dimensional kernel space rather than in the number
of input features. To reduce the dimensionality for non-linear SVMs in the feature space one can
introduce an additional selection vector θ ∈ [0, 1]n , where larger values of θi indicate more useful
features. The objective is then to find the best kernel of the form Kθ (x, z) = K(θ ∗ x, θ ∗ z), where
x, z ∈ Rn are the feature vectors and ∗ is element-wise multiplication. These hyper-parameters
θ can be obtained via gradient descent on a generalization bound or a validation error. Another
possibility is to consider the scaling factors θ as parameters of the learning algorithm [11], where
the problem was solved using a reduced conjugate gradient technique.
In this paper we integrate the scaling factors into the learning algorithm, but instead of using L2
norm constraint like in [11] on the scaling parameter θ we apply an L1 norm sparsity which is
explicitly discarding dimensions of the input feature vector. For the linear case our optimization
problem becomes similar to DrSVM [30] where a gradient descent method is applied to find the
optimal solution w∗ . To find a starting point a computational costly initialization is applied, while
our selection step can start at the canonical θ = 1, because w is modeled in a separate variable.
2.2

Iterative Dimensionality Reduction for SVM

A SVM classifier is learning a hyperplane defined by w and b which best separates the training data
{(xi , yi )}1≤i≤N with labels yi ∈ {−1, +1}. We are following the concept of embedded feature
selection and therefore include the feature selection parameter θ directly in the SVM classifier. The
corresponding optimization problem can be expressed in the following way:
N

min min
θ
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2
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Algorithm 1: Iterative Dimensionality Reduction for SVM
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2: while converged==FALSE do
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[x0l , α , b] = trainSVM( X 0 , Y 0 , θ, C)
4:
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9: end while
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Figure 1: Visualization of curvature computation. Dik is on the left-hand side of the
vector (pi+l − pi ) and therefore has a posi0
tive sign, while Dik
is on the right-hand side
0
of the vector (pi+l − p0i ) and therefore gets a
negative sign

where K(x, z) := ψ(x) · ψ(z) is the SVM kernel function. The function ψ(x) is typically unknown
and represents the mapping of the feature vector x into a higher dimensional space. We enforce
sparsity of the feature selection parameter θ by the last constraint of Eq. 1, which restricts the
L1-norm of θ by a constant θ0 . Since SVM uses L2 normalization it does not explicitly enforce
single dimensions to be exactly zero. However, this is necessary to explicitly discard unnecessary
dimensions. We rewrite the problem in Eq. 1 without additional constraints in the following way:
N

X
1
min min λkθk1 + kwk22 + C
max(0, 1 − yi fθ (xi ))
θ
w,b
2
i=1

(2)

where the decision function fθ is given by fθ (x) = wT ψ(θ ∗ x) + b. Note, that the last constraint,
where the L1-norm is restricted by a constant θ0 is rewritten as an L1-regularization term, multiplied
with the sparsity parameter λ.
Due to the complexity of problem 2 we propose to solve two simpler problems iteratively. We
first split the training data into three sets, training {(x0i , yi0 )}1≤i≤N 0 , validation {(x00i , yi00 )}1≤i≤N 00
and a hold out testset. Now we optimize the problem according to w and b for a fixed selection
parameter θ using a standard SVM algorithm on the training set. Parameter θ is optimized in a
second optimization step on the validation data using an extended version of the bundle method
suggested in [6]. We are performing the second step of our algorithm on a separate validation set
to prevent overfitting. In the first step of our algorithm, the parameter θ is fixed and the remaining
problem is converted into the dual problem
0

N
X

0

N
1 X
max
αi −
αi αj yi0 yj0 K(θ ∗ x0i , θ ∗ x0j )
α
2
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αi yi0 = 0

i=1

Pm

0
where the decision function fθ is given by fθ (x) =
l=1 αl yl K(θ ∗ x, θ ∗ xl ) + b, where m
is the number of support vectors. Eq. 3 is solved using a standard SVM algorithm [3, 19]. The
optimization of the selection parameter θ starts at the canonical solution where all dimensions are
set to one. This is corresponding to the solution that is usually taken as a final model in other
approaches. In our approach we apply a second optimization step to explicitly eliminate dimensions
which are not necessary to classify data from the validation set. Fixing the values of the Lagrange
multipliers α, the support vectors x0l and the offset b obtained by solving Eq. 3, leads to
N

X
1
max(0, 1 − yi fθ (x00i )).
min λkθk1 + kwk22 + C
θ
2
i=1

(4)

which is an instance of the regularized risk minimization problem min λΩ(θ) + R(θ) , where Ω(θ)
θ

is a regularization term and R(θ) is an upper bound on the empirical risk. To solve such nondifferentiable risk minimization problems bundle methods have recently gained increasing interest
in the machine learning community. For the case that the risk function R is non-negative and convex
3

it is always lower bounded by its cutting plane at a certain point θ i :
R(θ) ≥ < ai , θ > +bi for all i

(5)

where ai := ∂θ R(θ i ) and bi := R(θ i )− < ai , θ i >. Bundle methods build an iteratively increasing
piecewise lower bound of the objective function by utilizing its cutting planes. Starting with an
initial solution it solves the problem where R is approximated by one initial cutting plane using
standard solver. A second cutting plane is build at the solution of the approximated problem. The
new approximated lower bound of R is now the maximum over all cutting planes. The more cutting
planes are added the more accurate gets the lower bound of the risk function.
For the general case of non-linear kernel functions the problem in Eq. 4 is a non-convex and therefore especially hard to optimize. In the special case of a linear kernel the problem is convex and
the applied bundle method converges towards the global optimum. Some efforts have been made
to adjust bundle methods to handle non-convex problems [16, 6]. We adapted the method of [6] to
apply L1 regularization instead of L2 regularization and employ it to solve the optimization problem
in Eq. 4. Although the convergence rate of O(1/e) to a solution of accuracy e [6] does no longer
apply for our L1 regularized version, we observed that the algorithm converges withing the order of
10 iterations which is in the same range as for the algorithm in [6]. An overview of the suggested
iterative dimensionality reduction algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.

3

Representing Curvature Self-Similarity

Although several methods have been suggested for the robust estimation of curvature, it has been
mainly represented indirectly in a contour based manner [1, 32] and to locate interest points at
boundary points with high curvature value. To design a more exact object representation that represents object curvedness in a natural way we revisit the idea of [21] and design a novel curvature
self-similarity descriptor. The idea of self-similarity was first suggested by Shechtman et al. [25]
who proposed a descriptor based on local self-similarity (LSS). Instead of measuring image features directly it measures the correlation of an image patch with a larger surrounding image region.
The general idea of self-similarity was used in several methods and applications [5, 15, 29, 31]. In
[15] self-similarity is used to improve the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) descriptor for face identification. Deselaers et al. [5] explored global self-similarity (GSS) and showed its advantages over local
self-similarity (LSS) for object detection. Furthermore, Walk et al. [29] showed that using color
histograms directly is decreasing performance while using color self-similarity (CSS) as a feature
is more appropriate. Besides object classification and detection, self-similarity was also used for
action recognition [15] and turned out to be very robust to viewpoint variations.
We propose a new holistic self-similarity representation based on curvature. To make use of the
aforementioned advantages of global self-similarity we compute all pairwise curvature similarities
across the whole image. This results in a very high dimensional object representation. As mentioned
before such high dimensional representations have a natural need for dimensionality reduction which
we fulfill by applying our embedded feature selection algorithm outlined in the previous section.
To describe complex objects it is not sufficient to build a self-similarity descriptor solely based on
curvature information, since self-similarity of curvature leaves open many ambiguities. To resolve
these ambiguities we add 360 degree orientation information to get a more accurate descriptor. We
are using 360 degree orientation, since curved lines cannot be fully described by their 180 degree
orientation. This is different to straight lines, where 180 degree orientation gives us the full information about the line. Consider a half circle, with an arbitrary tangent line on it. The tangent line has
an orientation between 0 and 180 degrees. However, it does not provide information on which side
of the tangent the half circle is actually located, in contrast to a 360 degree orientation. Therefore,
using a 180 degree orientation yields to high similarities between a left curved line segment and a
right curved line segment.
As a first step we extract the curvature information and the corresponding 360 degree orientation
of all edge pixels in the image. To estimate the curvature we follow our approach presented in
[21] and use the distance accumulation method of Han et al. [13], which accurately approximates
the curvedness along given 2D line segments. Let B be a set of N consecutive boundary points,
B := {p0 , p1 , p2 , ..., pN −1 } representing one line segment. A fixed integer value l defines a line Li
between pairs of points pi to pi+l , where i + l is taken modulo N . The perpendicular distance Dik
4

Figure 2: Our visualization shows the original images along with their curvature self-similarity
matrices displaying the similarity between all pairs of curvature histogram cells. While curvature
self-similarity descriptor is similar for the same object category it looks quite different to other object
categories
is computed from Li to the point pk , using the euclidean distance. The distance accumulation for
Pk
point pk and a chord length l is the sum hl (k) = i=k−l Dik . The distance is positive if pk is on
the left-hand side of the vector (pi+l − pi ), and negative otherwise (see Figure 1 and Figure 3). To
get the 360 degree orientation information we compute the gradient of the probabilistic boundary
edge image [20] and extend the resulting 180 degree gradient orientation to a 360 degree orientation
using the sign of the curvature.
Contrary to the original curvature feature proposed in [21] where histograms of curvature are computed using differently sized image regions we build our basic curvature feature using equally
sized cells to make it more suitable for computing self-similarities. We divide the image into nonoverlapping 8 × 8 pixel cells and build histograms over the curvature values in each cell. Next
we do the same for the 360 degree orientation and concatenate the two histograms. This results in
histograms of 28 bins, 10 bins representing the curvature and 18 bins representing the 360 degree
orientation. There are many ways to define similarities between histograms. We follow the scheme
that was applied to compute self similarities between color histograms [29] and use histogram intersection as a comparison measure to compute the similarities between different curvature histograms
in the same bounding box. Furthermore, we apply an L2-normalization to the final self-similarity
vector. The computation of self-similarities between all curvature-orientation histograms results in
an extremely high-dimensional representation. Let D be the number of cells in an image, then computing all pairwise similarities results in a D2 large curvature self-similarity matrix. Some examples
are shown in Figure 2. Since, the similarity matrix is symmetric we use only the upper triangle
which results in a (D · (D − 1)/2)-dimensional vector. This representation gives a very detailed
description of the object.
The higher dimensional a descriptor gets, the more likely it contains noisy and correlated dimensions. Furthermore, it is also intuitive that not all similarities extracted from a bounding box are
helpful to describe the object. To discard such superfluous dimensions we apply our embedded
feature selection method to the proposed curvature self-similarity representation.

4

Experiments

We evaluate our curvature self-similarity descriptor in combination with the suggested embedded
dimensionality reduction algorithm for the object detection task on the PASCAL dataset [7]. To
show the individual strengths of these two contributions we need to perform a number of evaluations.
Since this is not supported by the PASCAL VOC 2011 evaluation server we follow the best practice
guidelines and use the VOC 2007 dataset. Our experiments show, that curvature self-similarity
is providing complementary information to straight lines, while our feature selection algorithm is
further improving performance by fulfilling its natural need for dimensionality reduction.
The common basic concept shared by many current detection systems are high-dimensional, holistic representations learned with a discriminative classifier, mostly an SVM [28]. In particular the
combination of HOG [4] and SVM constitutes the basis of many powerful recognition systems and
it has laid the foundation for numerous extensions like, part based models [8, 22, 24, 33], variations
of the SVM classifier [8, 27] and approaches utilizing context information [14, 26]. These systems
rely on high-dimensional holistic image statistics primarily utilizing straight line approximations. In
this paper we explore a orthogonal direction to these extensions and focus on how one can improve
on the basic system by extending the straight line representation of HOG to a more discriminative
description using curvature self-similarity. At the same time our aim is to reduce the dimensionality
5

Table 1: Average precision of our iterative feature reduction algorithm for linear and non-linear
kernel function using our final feature vector consisting of HOG+Curv+CurvSS. For linear kernel
function we compare our feature selection (linSVM+FS) to L2 normalized linear SVM (linSVM)
and to the doubly regularized SVM (DrSVM) [30]. For non-linear kernel function we compare the
fast intersection kernel SVM (FIKSVM) [19] with our feature selection (FIKSVM+FS)

linSVM
DrSVM
linSVM + FS
FIKSVM
FIKSVM + FS

aero
66.1
59.1
69.7
80.1
80.4

bike
80.0
77.6
80.3
74.8
74.9

bird
53.0
53.5
55.5
57.1
57.5

boat
53.1
49.9
56.2
59.3
62.1

bottle
70.7
64.4
71.8
63.3
66.7

bus
73.8
71.6
74.0
73.9
73.9

car
75.3
75.8
75.9
77.3
78.0

cat
61.2
50.8
63.2
77.3
80.1

chair
63.8
56.1
64.8
69.1
70.6

cow
70.7
64.5
71.0
66.4
69.9

linSVM
DrSVM
linSVM + FS
FIKSVM
FIKSVM + FS

table
71.4
59.9
72.0
64.1
67.6

dog
57.2
53.9
57.8
61.7
64.6

horse
76.5
70.9
77.2
74.6
79.7

mbike
83.0
76.5
83.3
70.9
74.2

pers
72.9
72.3
73.0
79.4
79.6

plant
47.7
47.7
49.7
47.5
53.0

sheep
55.1
66.3
56.7
62.0
64.2

sofa
61.1
69.0
62.4
59.8
64.6

train
70.4
67.7
70.7
76.9
77.1

tv
73.1
79.7
73.8
69.3
69.8

mean
66.8
64.3
68.0
68.1
70.4

of such high-dimensional representations to decrease the complexity of the learning procedure and
to improve generalization performance.
In the first part of our experiments we adjust the selection parameter λ of our iterative dimensionality
reduction technique via cross-validation. Furthermore, we compare the performance of our feature
selection algorithm to L2 regularized SVM [3, 19] and DrSVM [30]. In the second part we evaluate
the suggested curvature self-similarity feature after applying our feature selection method to it.
4.1

Evaluation of Feature Selection

All experiments in this section are performed using our final feature vector consisting of HOG,
curvature (Curv) and curvature self-similarity (CurvSS). We apply our iterative dimensionality reduction algorithm in combination with linear L2 regularized SVM classifier (linSVM) [3] and nonlinear fast intersection kernel SVM (FIKSVM) by Maji et al. [19]. The FIKSVM is widely used
and evaluation is relatively fast compared to other non-linear kernels. Nevertheless, computational
complexity is still an issue on the PASCAL dataset. This is why on this database linear kernels are
typically used [8, 26].
Because of the high computational complexity of DrSVM and FIKSVM, we compare to these methods on a smaller train and test subset obtained from the PASCAL training and validation data in the
following way. All training and validation data from the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset are used to
train an SVM using our final object representation on all positive samples and randomly chosen
negative samples. The resulting model is used to collect hard negative samples. The set of collected
samples is split up into three sets: training, validation and test. Out of the collected set of samples
every tenth sample is assigned to the hold out test set which is used to compare the performance of
our feature selection method. The remaining samples are randomly split into training and validation
set of equal size which are used to perform the feature selection. The reduction algorithm is applied
on 5 different training/validation splits which results in five different sets of selected features. For
each set we train an L2 norm SVM on all samples from the training and validation set using only
the remaining dimensions of the feature vector. Then we choose the feature set with the best performance on the hold out test set. To find the best performing selection parameter λ, we repeat this
procedure for different values of λ.
The performance of our dimensionality reduction algorithm is compared to the performance of
linSVM and DrSVM [30] for the case of a linear kernel. Since DrSVM is solving a similar optimization problem as our suggested feature selection algorithm for a linear kernel this comparison
is of particular interest. We are not comparing performance to DrSVM in the non-linear case since
6

curvature values

Figure 3: Based on meaningful
edge images one can extract accurate curvature information which is
used to build our curvature selfsimilarity object representation

Figure 4: A significant number of images from PASCAL
VOC feature contour artifacts i.e, due to their size, low
resolution, or compression artifacts. The edge maps are
obtained from the state-of-the-art probabilistic boundary
detector [20]. It is evident that objects like the sheep are
not defined by their boundary shape and are thus beyond the
scope of approaches base on contour shape

it is performing feature selection in the higher dimensional kernel space rather than in the original
feature space. Instead we compare our feature selection method to that of FIKSVM for the nonlinear case. Our feature selection method reduces the dimensionality of the feature by up to 55% for
the linear case and by up to 40% in the non-linear case, while the performance in average precision
is constant or increases beyond the performance of linSVM and FIKSVM. On average our feature
selection increases performance about 1.2% for linSVM and 2.3% for FIKSVM on the hold-out
testset. The DrSVM is actually decreasing the performance of linSVM by 2.5% while discarding a
similar amount of features. All in all our approach improves the DrSVM by 3.7% (see Table 1). Our
results confirm that our feature selection method reduces the amount of noisy dimensions of highdimensional representations and therefore increases the average precision compared to an linear and
non-linear SVM classifier without applying any feature selection. For the linear kernel we showed
furthermore that the proposed feature selection algorithm achieves gain over the DrSVM.
4.2

Object Detection using Curvature Self-Similarity

In this section we provide a structured evaluation of the parts of our final object detection system.
We use the HOG of Felzenszwalb et al. [8, 9] as baseline system, since it is the basis for many
powerful object detection systems. All detection results are measured in terms of average precision
performing object detection on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.
To the best of our knowledge neither curvature nor self-similarity was used to perform object detection on a dataset of similar complexity as the PASCAL dataset so far. Deselaers et al. [5] evaluated
their global self-similarity descriptor (GSS) on the simpler classification challenge on the PASCAL
VOC 2007 dataset, while the object detection evaluation was performed on the ETHZ shape dataset.
However, we showed in [21], that including curvature already solves the detection task almost perfectly on the ETHZ dataset. Furthermore, [21] outperforms the GSS descriptor on three categories
and reached comparable performance on the other two. Thus we evaluate on the more challenging
PASCAL dataset. Since the proposed approach models the shape of curved object contours and
reduces the dimensionality of the representation, we expect it to be of particular value for objects
that are characterized by their shape and where their contours can be extracted using state-of-the-art
methods. However, a significant number of images form PASCAL VOC are corrupted due to noise
or compression artifacts (see Fig. 4). Therefore state-of-the-art edge extraction fails to provide any
basis for contour based approaches on these images and one can therefore only expect a significant
gain on categories where proper edge information can be computed for a majority of the images.
Our training procedure makes use of all objects that are not marked as difficult from the training
and validation set. We evaluate the performance of our system on the full testset consisting of
4952 images containing objects from 20 categories using a linear SVM classifier [3]. Due to the
large amount of data in the PASCAL database the usage of intersection kernel for object detection
becomes comparable intractable. Results of our final system consisting of HOG, curvature (Curv),
curvature self-similarity (CurvSS) and our embedded feature selection method (FS) are reported in
terms of average precision in Table 2. We compare our results to that of HOG [9] without applying
the part based model. Additionally we show results of our own HOG baseline system which is using
standard linear SVM [3] instead of the latent SVM used in [9]. Furthermore we show results with
7

Table 2: Detection performance in terms of average precision of the HOG baseline system, HOG and
curvature (Curv) before and after discarding noisy dimensions using our feature selection method
(FS) and our final detection system consisting of HOG, curvature (Curv), the suggested curvature
self-similarity (CurvSS) with and without feature selection (FS) on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.
Note, that we use all data points to compute the average precision as it is specified by the default experimental protocol since VOC 2010 development kit. This yields lower but more accurate average
precision measurements

HOG of [9]
HOG
HOG+Curv
HOG+Curv+FS
HOG+Curv+CurvSS
HOG+Curv+
CurvSS+FS
HOG of [9]
HOG
HOG+Curv
HOG+Curv+FS
HOG+Curv+CurvSS
HOG+Curv+
CurvSS+FS

aero
19.0
20.8
23.0
25.4
28.6

bike
44.5
43.0
42.6
42.9
39.1

bird
2.9
2.1
3.7
3.7
2.3

boat
4.2
5.0
6.7
6.8
6.8

bottle
13.5
13.7
12.4
13.5
12.9

bus
37.7
37.8
38.6
38.8
40.3

car
39.0
38.7
39.9
40.0
38.8

cat
8.3
6.7
7.5
8.1
9.3

chair
11.4
12.1
10.0
12.0
11.1

cow
15.8
16.3
16.9
17.1
13.9

28.9

43.1

3.5

7.0

13.6

40.6

40.4

9.6

12.5

17.3

table
10.5
9.8
13.0
15.6
16.3

dog
2.0
2.2
3.7
3.7
6.2

horse
43.5
42.4
46.0
46.4
48.0

mbike
29.7
29.5
30.5
30.8
27.5

pers
24.0
24.3
25.5
25.7
27.2

plant
3.0
3.8
4.0
4.0
4.2

sheep
11.6
11.5
8.7
11.3
9.3

sofa
17.7
17.6
18.7
19.1
20.5

train
28.3
29.0
32.3
32.3
35.9

tv
32.4
33.4
33.6
33.6
34.8

mean
20.0
20.0
20.9
21.5
21.7

16.7

6.4

48.5

30.6

27.3

4.8

11.6

20.7

36.0

34.8

22.7

and without feature selection to show the individual gain of the curvature self-similarity descriptor
and our embedded feature selection algorithm.
The results show that the suggested self-similarity representation in combination with feature selection improves performance on most of the categories. All in all this results in an increase of 2.7% in
average precision compared to the HOG descriptor. One can observe that curvature information in
combination with our feature selection algorithm is already improving performance over the HOG
baseline and that adding curvature self-similarity additionally increases performance by 1.2%. The
gain obtained by applying our feature selection (FS) depends obviously on the dimensionality of the
feature vector; the higher the dimensionality the more can be gained by removing noisy dimensions.
For HOG+Curv applying our feature selection is improving performance by 0.6% while the gain for
the higher dimensional HOG+Curv+CurvSS is 1%. The results underline that curvature information provides complementary information to straight lines and that feature selection is needed when
dealing with high dimensional features like self-similarity.

5

Conclusion

We have observed that high-dimensional representations cannot be sufficiently handled by linear and
non-linear SVM classifiers. An embedded feature selection method for SVMs has therefore been
proposed in this paper, which has been demonstrated to successfully deal with high-dimensional
descriptions and it increases the performance of linear and intersection kernel SVM. Moreover, the
proposed curvature self-similarity representation has been shown to add complementary information
to widely used orientation histograms.1
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